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Summaiy of Medical
Malpractice Law!
Here's specialized help that
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you what you need to know quickly,
simply when you have questions
about medical malpractice law.
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MEDICAL MALPRACTICE: BASES
OF LIABILITY is both an overview
and a summaiy that

offers hard,
practice-oriented information in a
single volume format.

Expert Advice on
Important Tbpics
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Gives Practice-Oriented,
Authoritative Coverage of:
Torts amd Contract Theory
Vicarious Liability
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Medical Implants
Psychiatric TYeatment
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The Law of Determining Death
...and more!
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In addition to substantive analysis
amd exposition, this unique guide
contains a wealth of references that

Why not review
MEDICAL MALPRACTICE:
BASES OF LIABILITY
for yourself.

can cut hours off routine research

and

preparation time. Plus,
it nails down the big issues concerning the interaction of patients,
physicians, hospitals, insurance
companies, medical societies, drug
and device suppliers, and the
government.
In a three-part format, MEDICAL
trial

MALPRACTICE: BASES OF
LIABILITY explains the basic
elements of classical malpractice
theories and how they have been
interpreted and analyzed in court
explains specialized areas of the law,
including liability in the use of
drugs and devices, examines screening pgmels and arbitration bo£irds,
. .

and summarizes state-by-state statutes
and confronts the frontier
issues of constitutional law and
malpractice, such as third-party
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800-525-2474
In Colorado, call collect:

577-7707.
Please use these numbers for
publications ordering only.

Use MEDICAL MALPRACTICE: BASES
OF LIABILITY as our guest—examine it
FREE for a full 30 days— then, when you're
completely satisfied with its scope and
depth, just honor our invoice as received.
Otherwise, return the book and owe
nothing.
1985 edition. One hardbound volume,
approximately 500 pages. Annual updating
planned. $75 plus $4.00 shipping and
handling.
My order Includes future

materials such as pocket pwirts, supplements,
replacement pages, advance sheets, and replacement, revised,
recompiled or split volumes, future new editions and additional
companion or related volumes. At any time 1 will be free to cancel or
change my order for upkeep services.
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